INcredible Freddie  
(Indiana Sired)

Bay Colt; Foaled May 21, 2019

Reg: TBA Chip: TBA

Fred And Ginger p,1:47.3  
Sagebrush p,1:49  
Incredible Filly p,1:52.3  
Incredible Angel p,3,1:53.3

Consigned by Stevanna Turner, Argenta, IL

INCREDIBLE FREDDIE

BAY COLT; Foaled May 21, 2019

Reg: TBA Chip: TBA

Fred And Ginger p,1:47.3  
Sagebrush p,1:49  
Incredible Filly p,1:52.3

By FRED AND GINGER p,2,1:52.4f; 3,1:48.4f; 1:47.3 ($1,054,244) by Real Desire p,3,Q1:51. Sire of 1 in 1:50; 11 in 1:55; 19 in 2:00 including SHINTZLEDOOSOMETHIN p,4,1:49.1 ($748,712), HILLTOP GINGER p,4,1:51.2 ($75,352), SKYWAY ROYALTY p,3,1:53.3 ($62,955), MYSTICAL THREAD p,4,1:53.1f ($61,816), GIGI WILLFLY p,4,1:54.3f ($46,871), etc. Oldest foals are Five-Year-Olds in 2020. 2020 Two-Year-Olds include FLIRTIN FREEDY p,2,1:55.2, GINGERBRED GIRL (M) p,2,2:01.2h.

1st Dam

INCREDIBLE FILLY p,2,1:55; 1:52; BT 3,1:51.4 ($160,462) by Sagebrush p,1:49. 26 wins. At 2, winner Orange & Blue (elim.), Big Ten S. at Farmer City and Topline S. at Lincoln; second in Downstate Classic at Lincoln, Big Ten S. at Decatur, IL State Fair Colt S. (elim.; third in Final); second in 2 legs of Incredible Tillie S. (third in leg) and third in Loyal Opposition S. (leg and Final) at Balmoral. At 2, race timed 1:54.1. At 3, winner Downstate Classic at Decatur; second in ICF S. at Maywood; third in Hanover S., IL State Fair Colt S. (elim.) and Plum Peachy S. (leg) at Balmoral; race timed 1:51.4. As aged, multiple Topline winner and IHHA S. winner at fairs; third in Propes (elim.); second in ICF Aged Mares at DuQuoin; fifth at Springfield. Second foal, first a 2-year-old. Dam of: Incredible Jolie BT2,2:00 (m, Time To Roll). Now 2, racing and race timed 2:00.

2nd Dam

INCREDIBLE ANGEL p,2,1:59; 3,1:53.3 ($53,800) by Incredible Finale p,4,1:53.2f. 7 wins. At 2, winner Active Donna B. Cons. at Balmoral; third in IL State Fair S. Cons.; race timed 1:56.2. At 3, winner IL State Fair S. (elim.), At 4, winner Fox Valley Redhot Series (leg; second in leg) at Maywood; third in Final Fox Valley Redhot Series at Balmoral. Dam of 5 foals, all raced, 4 winners. Dam of: INCREDIBLE FILLY p,2,1:56; 1:52.3; BT 3,1:51.4 (m, Sagebrush) ($160,462). 26 wins. As above.

JACKSON BERLOW p,1,51.4 (Cape Crusader) ($98,885). 16 wins.

KAILEYS SPITNFIRE p,3,1:55 (m, Sportsmaster) ($27,728). 7 wins.

CHICACHICABOOMBOOM p,1,54.4 (Art's Conquest) ($22,700). 7 wins.

3rd Dam

NO TELL MOTEL by Tyler B. p,3,1:55.1. Half-sister to dam of WESTERN IDEAL p,1:48 ($1,455,422). Dam of 9 foals, 5 winners, including:

INCREDIBLE ANGEL p,2,1:59; 3,1:53.3 (m, Incredible Finale) ($53,800). 7 wins. As above.

INCREDIBLE INN p,2,1:57.1; 3,1:57 (m, Incredible Finale) ($24,049). 4 wins. At 2, winner Glad Rags S. (elim.) at Sportsmans. At 4, second in leg Sportsmans Park Series (by a neck).

WILLIS p,3,2.00; 4,1:59.1 (g, Tatler's Torpedo) ($14,350). 4 wins. At 3, race timed 1:58.2. At 4, race timed 1:55 (finishing second).

ODDS ON ROSE p,2,2:02.1; 3,1:54 (m, The Panderosa) ($13,934). 3 wins. At 2, race timed 1:57.2f.

ANGEL ON TOP p,2,2:07.3h (m, The Panderosa). At 2, winner PAFS; second in 5 PAFS; third in PAFS.

ENGAGEMENTS

Indiana Sired - Indiana Sires Stakes - Indiana Sired LC - Great Midwest Pace